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Abstract
The dual resolution graphs of rational triple point singularities
can be seen as a generalisation of Dynkin diagrams. In this work, we
study the relation between the root systems corresponding to those
diagrams. We determine the number of roots for each rational triple
point singularity, and show that for each root we obtain a linear free di-
visor. Furthermore, we deduce that linear free divisors defined by ra-
tional triple quivers with roots in the corresponding triple root systems
satisfy the global logarithmic comparison theorem. We also discuss a
generalisation of these results to the class of rational singularities with
almost reduced Artin cycle.
1 Introduction
Let D be a reduced hypersurface in CN . In [19], K. Saito associated D with
the sheaf of logarithmic vector fields alongD, denoted by Der(−log D), which
is the subsheaf of the holomorphic vector fields on (CN , 0). If Der(−log D)
is a locally free OCN ,0-module then D is said to be a free divisor (also known
as Saito divisor in the literature). The basic examples of a free divisor are
normal crossing divisors and reduced plane curve singularities ([19]). The
example motivating K. Saito and attracting the attention of many other
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mathematicians on the subject is the freeness of discriminants in the base
space of the versal deformation of isolated hypersurface singularities. In [4],
Buchweitz and Mond introduced a new class of free divisors arising from
the representation of quivers. The discriminant in the representation space
of a quiver with a given dimension vector is a linear free divisor; that is,
Der(−log D) is a free module and generated by vector fields which only have
linear function coefficients with respect to the standard basis, provided: The
quiver is a tree with a real Schur root and det∆ which defines the discrim-
inant D is reduced (see Section 4.1 for details). The first examples in this
direction are Dynkin quivers; that is, a quiver whose underlying unoriented
graph is a Dynkin diagram of type ADE. A Dynkin quiver with a real Schur
root as a dimension vector determines a linear free divisor ([4]). It is well
known that the Dynkin diagrams appear as the dual graph of the minimal
resolution of rational surface singularities of complex surfaces of multiplicity
2. Further examples of linear free divisors and a classification in dimension
N ≤ 4 was given in [8].
Recall that a singularity of a normal surface is rational if the geometric
genus of the surface is unchanged by a resolution of the singularity. The
rational singularities of surfaces are classified by their multiplicity m which
equals −Z2 where Z is the Artin cycle of the resolution. When m = 2, the
dual graph of the minimal resolution of the rational singularity is one of the
Dynkin diagrams, which are the underlying graphs of the Dynkin quivers. So
we naturally ask “What are the other dual resolution graphs of singularities
which may give linear free divisors?”. Here we try to answer this question.
By [7, Theorem 3.9], linear free divisors can only be obtained from a
quiver having the form of a tree. In this work, we are interested in rational
singularities of surfaces as their dual resolution graphs are trees. We will
refer to their resolution graphs as rational trees. In particular, we consider
rational singularities for which, in the Artin cycle, the coefficients of the
exceptional curves corresponding to the vertices with weight ≥ 3 are all
equal to one. The singularities having such resolution graphs are called
rational singularities with almost reduced Artin cycle ([10]). The simplest
singularities of surfaces of that type, which can also be seen as a generalisation
of rational surface singularities of multiplicity 2, are the rational singularities
of multiplicity 3, called rational triple points (or RTP for short). They are
also determinantal singularities ([23]). Moreover, their dual resolution graphs
contain Dynkin diagrams as subtrees. These are the simplest rational trees
(quivers) answering our question above.
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We start by constructing a new root system for rational triple points
using the results of [21] and determine the number of roots for each RTP-
singularity (cf. [3]). In Section 4, we show that, for each root, we obtain
a linear free divisor (Theorem 4.9). We also prove that this construction is
independent of the orientation on the tree. Furthermore, using the result
in [8], we deduce that linear free divisors defined by rational triple quivers
satisfy the global logarithmic comparison theorem. In Section 5, we give
ideas on a generalisation to rational singularities with almost reduced Artin
cycle.
In the 1970’s Gabriel proved that a quiver is of finite representation type
if and only if its underlying graph is a Dynkin diagram of type A, D or E ([6]).
Then the classical McKay correspondence described the bijection between the
set of isomorphism classes of nontrivial irreducible representations of finite
subgroups of SL(2,C) and the vertices of the corresponding Dynkin diagrams
of the quotient singularities (see [21]). In the case of rational singularities
with almost reduced Artin cycle, even in the special case of RTP’s, we do
not have a Lie algebra corresponding to the singularity – only some of the
RTP’s appear as quotient singularities ([18]). In other words, the relation
between the theory of representations of finite subgroups of our quivers and
the minimal resolutions of these singularities is yet to be discovered. By
constructing the root system for RTP singularities and Der(−log D), we
hope to find Lie algebras for each RTP-singularity. This is feasible since
an explicit definition of reflexive modules for rational singularities is already
given in [24].
2 Rational Singularities of Complex Surfaces
Let X be a germ of a normal surface embedded in CN with a singularity at
0. Let π : X˜ → X be a minimal resolution of X . The singularity of X at 0 is
rational if dimR1π∗OX˜ = 0. This implies that the exceptional fibre π
−1(0),
denoted by E := ∪ni=1Ei, is a normal crossing divisor, each Ei is a rational
curve and the dual graph Γ associated with E is a weighted tree with weight
wi := −E
2
i at each vertex. Recall that a non-zero divisor Y =
∑
imiEi
supported on E (or equivalently, on Γ) is called a positive (resp. negative)
divisor if mi ∈ N (resp. −mi ∈ N) for all i. A positive divisor Z is called the
Artin cycle of π if Z is the smallest positive divisor satisfying (Z · Ei) ≤ 0
for each i (see [1]). We will denote it by Z =
∑n
i=1 aiEi. For any rational
3
surface singularity (X, 0), the following (1) and (2) hold:
(1) For all positive divisors Y=
∑
imiEi that are supported on E, we have:
pa(Y ) :=
1
2
[
Y · Y +
n∑
i=1
mi(wi − 2)
]
+ 1 ≤ 0.
(2) The Artin cycle Z of Γ satisfies Z · Z = −m where m is the multiplicity
of X at the singularity 0.
Remark 2.1. The Artin cycle Z(Γ) of a rational tree Γ with vertices E0, . . . , En
is constructed by Laufer’s algorithm as follows ([13]). We put Z1 :=
∑n
i=1Ei.
If (Z1 · Ei) ≤ 0 for all i = 0, . . . , n then Z1 is the Artin cycle Z(Γ). If there
exists an Ei1 among the vertices of Γ such that (Z1 · Ei1) > 0; in this case,
we put Z2 := Z1 + Ei1 and check whether (Z2 · Ei) ≤ 0 for all i. At the jth
step, we find a cycle Zj, (j ≥ 1), which satisfies, either (Zj · Ei) ≤ 0 for all
i, in which case we put Z(Γ) := Zj, or there is an irreducible component Eij
such that (Zj · Eij ) > 0, then we put Zj+1 = Zj + Eij . This process ends
after a finite number of steps. The Artin cycle of Γ is the first cycle Zk of
this sequence such that (Zk · Ei) ≤ 0 for all i.
Conversely, for a given tree Γ with vertices E1, . . . , En, let us assign
a weight wi ∈ N
∗ for each Ei. Consider the incidence matrix M(Γ) =
(eij)i,j=1,...,n, associated with Γ such that eii equals −wi and eij is the number
of edges between the vertices Ei and Ej , which is 0 or 1 since Γ is a tree.
If M(Γ) is negative definite then, by Grauert’s theorem in [9], Γ is the dual
graph of the exceptional fibre of a resolution of a germ of a normal surface
singularity where E2i = −wi for i = 1, . . . , n. When wi ≥ 2 for all i, Γ is the
dual graph of the minimal resolution.
Definition 2.2 ([1]). Following this construction, if, in addition, a tree Γ
satisfies (1) and (2) given above, then the singularity is rational. In this
case, Γ is called a rational m-tuple tree.
For example, Dynkin diagrams are the rational 2-tuple trees. These are
the only rational trees having weight 2 at each vertex.
Proposition 2.3 ([1, 14]). Any subtree of a rational m-tuple tree is a rational
m′-tuple tree with m′ ≤ m.
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Let Γ be a rational m-tuple tree. Let us consider its vertices Ei with
weight ≥ 3 and reindex them as Ei0 , Ei1 , . . . , Eik . Then we have
Γ− {Ei0, Ei1 , . . . , Eik} =
∐
j
Γj
where Γj is a Dynkin diagram for each j. A rational m-tuple tree containing
a unique vertex with weight w ≥ 3 (denoted by the symbol ) can be seen
as in Figure 1.
w 
 

❅
❅
❅
❅
· · ·
 
 
❡
...
❡
...
❡
...
❡
...
❡· · ·❡· · ·
Γ1
Γ2
Γ3
Γ4
Γ5
Γℓ
Figure 1: Star rational tree.
In addition, we have the following property of rational trees which bounds
the number of the subtrees Γj .
Proposition 2.4 ([20]). If Γ is a rational tree, then each vertex Ei satisfies
vi ≤ wi + 1
where vi is the number of vertices adjacent to Ei in Γ, called the valency of
Ei and, wi is the weight of Ei given by −E
2
i .
Furthermore, any given tree can be weighted in such a way that it becomes
rational. See [14] for the details and the glueing conditions of rational trees.
3 Triple Root System
The classification of rational 3-tuple trees is given by Artin in [1]. They are of
the form given in Figure 1 such that w = 3 and ℓ ≤ 3 where ℓ is the valency of
the central vertex, i.e. the vertex denoted by . The corresponding rational
singularities are singularities of surfaces embedded in C4 and defined by three
equations as listed in [22].
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In the sequel, a rational 3-tuple tree Γ will be called an RTP-tree. The
Artin cycle Z of an RTP-tree satisfies Z2 = −3 and pa(Z) = 0. Hence,
by the formulas given in (1) and (2) above, an RTP-tree contains a unique
vertex with weight 3 and attached to some Dynkin diagrams. Moreover, by
Z2 = −3 and pa(Z) = 0, the coefficient of the vertex with weight 3 in the
Artin cycle Z is equal to 1.
Definition 3.1. Let Γ be an RTP-tree and G be the set of all positive and
negative divisors supported on E. Consider the set
R(Γ) := {Y ∈ G | (Y · Y ) = −2 or (Y · Y ) = −3} .
The set R(Γ) is called the triple root system.
We call an element of R(Γ) a root. We also call each Ei a simple (positive)
root of R(Γ). Note that for Dynkin diagrams, the set of divisors Y in G with
the property (Y · Y ) = −2 form the root system ([17], [21], compare with
[3]).
From now on, we will denote by E0 the unique vertex in an RTP-tree
with weight 3 and the coefficient of E0 in a root Y by a0.
Lemma 3.2. If Y =
∑
aiEi is a positive divisor on Γ then (Y · Y ) ≤ −2.
Proof. It easily follows from the fact that p(Y ) ≤ 0 (see also [1]).
Lemma 3.3. If Y ∈ R(Γ), then Y is either a positive or negative divisor.
Proof. Suppose that Y = Y1−Y2 such that Y1 and Y2 are positive and without
common components. Then (Y · Y ) = (Y1 · Y1)− 2(Y1 · Y2) + (Y2 · Y2). Note
that (Y1 · Y1) ≤ 0, (Y2 · Y2) ≤ 0, and (Y1 · Y2) ≥ 0. If Y1 6= 0 and Y2 6= 0, then
(Y1 · Y1) ≤ −2 and (Y2 · Y2) ≤ −2 by Lemma 3.2. However this contradicts
(Y · Y ) = −2 or −3. Hence Y1 = 0 or Y2 = 0.
Lemma 3.4. If Y =
∑
aiEi ∈ R(Γ), then Supp(Y ) is connected where
Supp(Y ) is the support of Y which is the set of Ei’s for which ai 6= 0.
Proof. It suffices to show that the subgraph of Γ given by Supp(Y ) is a con-
nected tree for a positive divisor Y . Suppose that Supp(Y ) is not connected.
Then we can write Y = Y1 + Y2 such that Y1 and Y2 are non-zero positive
cycles and (Y1 · Y2) = 0. However, (Y · Y ) = (Y1 · Y1) + (Y2 · Y2) ≤ −4, which
is a contradiction.
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Proposition 3.5. Let Y ∈ R(Γ). We have (Y · Y ) = −2 if and only if
a0 = 0. We also have (Y · Y ) = −3 if and only if a0 = ±1.
Proof. It suffices to prove the statement for a positive root Y ∈ R(Γ). Note
that p(Y ) = 1 + ((Y · Y ) + a0)/2 ≤ 0. We have (Y · Y ) ≤ −2 − a0. Since
(Y ·Y ) = −2 or −3, a0 = 0 or 1. If (Y ·Y ) = −2, then a0 = 0. Conversely, if
a0 = 0, then Y is supported on a subtree of Γ which is a Dynkin diagram by
Lemma 3.4. This implies (Y ·Y ) = −2. Hence we see that (Y ·Y ) = −2 if and
only if a0 = 0. By taking the contraposition, we also see that (Y · Y ) = −3
if and only if a0 = 1.
Definition 3.6. Let Γ be an RTP-tree. We will call central vertex its vertex
with weight 3. Let Γ0 denote the tree obtained from Γ by changing the weight
of the central vertex of Γ into the weight 2. We say that Γ0 is the underlying
diagram of Γ. The underlying diagram Γ0 is classical if it is of type A,D or
E. If Γ0 of a given RTP-tree Γ is classical then we call Γ a triple Dynkin
diagram.
We denote the simple roots of R(Γ) and R(Γ0) by the same notation
Ei, while E0 denotes the simple root corresponding to the central vertex.
Accordingly, a0 denotes the coefficient of the central vertex in an element Y
in R(Γ) (and in R(Γ0)). By this notation, R(Γ) and R(Γ0) can be embedded
in ⊕ZEi.
Proposition 3.7. Let Γ be a triple Dynkin diagram. Then R(Γ) ⊆ R(Γ0).
Proof. For each Y ∈
∑
aiEi ∈ ⊕ZEi, we have (Y · Y ) = (Y · Y )Γ0 − a
2
0,
where (Y · Y )Γ0 denotes the self-intersection of Y with respect to R(Γ0). If
(Y · Y ) = −2, then (Y · Y )Γ0 ≥ −2, and hence (Y · Y )Γ0 = −2 and a0 = 0. If
(Y ·Y ) = −3, then (Y ·Y )Γ0 ≥ −3. Because (Y ·Y )Γ0 is even, (Y ·Y )Γ0 = −2
and a0 = ±1. Therefore R(Γ) ⊆ R(Γ0).
Corollary 3.8. Let Γ be a triple Dynkin diagram. Let Z(Γ0) =
∑
aiEi be the
highest root of R(Γ0). If the coefficient a0 = 1, then we have R(Γ) = R(Γ0).
Proof. We only need to show that each positive root Y of R(Γ0) is contained
in R(Γ). Since Y ≤ Z(Γ0), the coefficient a0 of Y is less than 1. Then
(Y · Y ) = (Y · Y )Γ0 − a
2
0 ≥ −2− 1 = −3. On the other hand, (Y · Y ) ≤ −2.
Thus we have proved that Y ∈ R(Γ).
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We introduce examples of triple Dynkin diagrams as follows. Consider a
tree Γ of type A,D or E and denote by Γi the triple Dynkin diagram obtained
by replacing Ei by a vertex of weight 3. For example, An,2 is the diagram
obtained from An (see Figure 2) by replacing E2 by a vertex of weight 3.
Example 3.9. Consider the Dynkin diagram of type An in Figure 2. It is
easy to see that R(An) = R(An,i) for each i.
E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
· · · ❡
En−1
❡
En
Figure 2: Dynkin diagram of type An.
Example 3.10. Triple Dynkin diagrams of type Dn, as shown in Figure 3,
yield the following relations between the root systems:
R(Dn,n−2) ⊆ R(Dn,n−3) ⊆ · · · ⊆ R(Dn,1) = R(Dn,n) = R(Dn,n−1) = R(Dn).
E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
· · · ❡
En−3
❡
En−2
❡
En−1
❡En
Figure 3: Dynkin diagram of type Dn.
The last equalities on the right hand side are clear as their coefficients in
the Artin cycle (the highest root) of Dn is 1, so their weights don’t change
the roots obtained for the Dynkin diagram of type Dn. If we put wi0 = 3 for
2 ≤ i0 ≤ n−2 , then the coefficient ai0 becomes 1 in the highest root. In this
case, the Artin cycle Z(Dn,i0−1) is smaller than the Artin cycle Z(Dn,i0).
Then we obtain a smaller set of roots R(Dn,i0) which is included in the set
of roots of R(Dn,i0−1).
Example 3.11. For the Dynkin diagram E6 pictured in Figure 4, after a
smimilar discusion on the place of the vertex with weight 3, we obtain:
R(E6,2) // R(E6,6) // R(E6,1) = R(E6,5) = R(E6)
R(E6,3)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
// R(E6,4)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
.
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E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡E6
Figure 4: Dynkin diagram of type E6.
Example 3.12. Consider the Dynkin diagram E7 in Figure 5.
E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡
E6
❡E7
Figure 5: Dynkin diagram of type E7.
We have the following inclusion of the root systems.
R(E7,2) // R(E7,7) // R(E7,1) // R(E7,6) = R(E7)
R(E7,3)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
// R(E7,4)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
// R(E7,5)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
.
Example 3.13. Consider the Dynkin diagram E8 shown in Figure 6.
E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡
E6
❡
E7
❡E8
Figure 6: Dynkin diagram of type E8.
Then we have
R(E8,6)
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
R(E8,3) //
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
R(E8,4)
((❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
// R(E8,5) //
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
R(E8,1) // R(E8,7) // R(E8)
R(E8,2) // R(E8,8)
66❧❧❧❧❧❧
.
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Now we will compute the number of roots in each triple root system
corresponding to the rational triple trees classified by Artin ([1]) (see also
Figures 7-15 where  is the vertex with weight 3 in each tree). Here we
refer to them using the notation An,m,k, Bm,n, Cm,n, Dn,5, Fn, Hn following
Tjurina’s work ([22]) and E7,1, E8,1, E8,2 for the rest which were unlabelled
in either two articles. We will denote the number of elements in the set R(Γ)
by |R(Γ)|.
Proposition 3.14. The number of roots in R(An,m,k) is equal to
n2 +m2 + k2 + n +m+ k + 2(n+ 1)(m+ 1)(k + 1)
where the corresponding graph An,m,k is a tree with n+m+ k+1 vertices as
shown in Figure 7.
Bm
❡
1
❡
1
Bm−1
· · · ❡
1
B1

1
E0
❡
C1
1
❡
C2
1
· · · ❡
Ck
1
❡1
A1
❡
A2
1
· · · ❡
An
1
Figure 7: Triple diagram of type An,m,k.
We need the following lemma to prove Proposition 3.14.
Lemma 3.15. Let us consider the Dynkin diagram An (Figure 2). For any
positive cycle Y =
∑n
i=1 aiEi, we have (Y · Y ) ≤ −a
2
n − 1. In particular,
(Y · Y ) ≤ −2an.
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on n. If n = 1, then (Y · Y ) =
−2a21 ≤ −a
2
1 − 1.
Assume that n ≥ 2. Suppose that the statement is true in the case
n − 1. Let Y ′ =
∑n−1
i=1 aiEi so that Y = Y
′ + anEn. By the hypothesis,
(Y ′ · Y ′) ≤ −a2n−1 − 1. Hence
(Y · Y ) = (Y ′ · Y ′) + 2(Y ′ · anEn)− 2a
2
n
≤ −a2n−1 − 1 + 2an−1an − 2a
2
n
= −(an−1 − an)
2 − a2n − 1
≤ −a2n − 1.
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On the other hand, the second claim follows from the fact that −x2−1 ≤
−2x for any x. This completes the proof.
Proof of Proposition 3.14. Let Y be a positive root in R(An,m,k). We can
write Y = A + B + C + a0E0, where A = α1A1 + · · · + αnAn, B = β1B1 +
· · ·+ βmBm, and C = γ1C1 + · · ·+ γkCk. Then a0 = 0 or 1. If a0 = 0, then
Y = A, B, or C since Supp(Y ) is connected. In this case the number of
positive roots is equal to
1
2
(|R(An)|+ |R(Am)|+ |R(Ak)|) =
1
2
(
n2 + n +m2 +m+ k2 + k
)
. (1)
Now let us assume that a0 = 1. Note that
(Y · Y ) = (A · A) + 2α1 + (B ·B) + 2β1 + (C · C) + 2γ1 − 3
By Lemma 3.15, (A ·A) + 2α1 ≤ 0, (B ·B) + 2β1 ≤ 0, and (C ·C) + 2γ1 ≤ 0.
Since Y is a root ofAn,m,k, we must have (A·A)+2α1 = 0, (B·B)+2β1 = 0 and
(C ·C)+2γ1 = 0. If A is a positive divisor, then −2α1 = (A ·A) ≤ −α
2
1−1,
and hence α1 = 1 and (A · A) = −2. Thereby A ∈ R(An) ∪ {0}. Similarly,
we have B ∈ R(Am)∪{0} and C ∈ R(Ak)∪{0}. We can easily verify that
the number of positive roots with a0 = 1 is equal to (n + 1)(m + 1)(k + 1)
since Supp(Y ) is connected.
The sum in (1) and (n+1)(m+1)(k+1) add up to the number of positive
roots. Clearly, we get the same number of negative roots. This concludes
the proof.
Proposition 3.16. The number of roots in R(Bm,n) is
n(n+ 1)(m+ 1) +m(m+ 1) + n(n+ 1) (2)
with m,n ≥ 0.
Em
❡ ❡
Em−1
· · · ❡
E1

E0
❡
F2
❡
F3
· · · ❡
Fn−1
❡
Fn
❡F1
Figure 8: Triple diagram of type Bm,n.
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Proof. We consider the diagram in Figure 8. Let Y ∈ R(Bm,n) be given by
Y =
∑m
i=0 aiEi +
∑n
j=1 bjFj . First we study the case a0 = 0. Since Supp(Y )
is connected,
Y ∈ R(Am) := R(Bm,n) ∩ ⊕
m
i=1ZEi
or
Y ∈ R(An) := R(Bm,n) ∩ ⊕
n
j=1ZFj .
Then, the number of all roots with a0 = 0 is |R(Am)| + |R(An)| = m(m +
1) + n(n+ 1).
Next assume that a0 = 1. Put D1 =
∑m
i=1 aiEi and D2 = E0+
∑n
j=1 bjFj .
Note that
−3 = (Y · Y ) = (D1 +D2)
2 = D21 + 2a1 +D
2
2
and that D21 + 2a1 ≤ 0 by Lemma 3.15. By Proposition 3.5, D
2
2 = −3 and
hence D21 = −2a1. Again by Lemma 3.15, we have D
2
1 = −2 or D1 = 0
because D21 ≤ −a
2
1 − 1 ≤ −2a1 = D
2
1. Thus D1 ∈ R(Am) or D1 = 0, and
D2 ∈ R(Dn+1,n+1) = R(Bm,n) ∩ ZE0 ⊕ (⊕
n
j=1ZFj). By the connectedness of
Supp(Y ), we have
{Y ∈ R(Bm,n) | a0 = 1} =
{
D1 +D2
D1 = 0 or D1 ∈ R(Am) and a1 > 0
D2 = E0 +
∑n
j=1 bjFj ∈ R(Dn+1,n+1)
}
.
Note that |R(Dn+1,n+1)| = |R(Dn+1)| by Example 3.10. The number of
elements in {D2 = E0+
∑n
j=1 bjFj ∈ R(Dn+1,n+1)} is equal to the number of
elements in R(Dn+1)+ \{D ∈ R(Dn+1)+ | Supp(D) ⊂ {Fj | j = 1, 2, . . . , n}},
which is |R(Dn+1)+| − |R(An)+|. Here we denote by R( )+ the positive roots
in R( ). It is easy to check that the number of elements in {D1 | D1 =
0 or D1 ∈ R(Am) with a1 > 0} is m+ 1. Therefore
|{Y ∈ R(Bm,n) : a0 = 1}| = (m+ 1) (|R(Dn+1)+| − |R(An)+|)
= (m+ 1)n(n+ 1)/2.
Similarly, the number of all roots with a0 = −1 is equal to n(n+ 1)(m+
1)/2. Summing up all of the numbers above, we obtain (2).
Proposition 3.17. The number of roots in R(Cm,n) is 2m
2 + 4mn + n2 +
2m+ n.
Proof. The tree Cm,n can be seen as the glueing of rational double trees of
type An and Dm by the vertex E0 (see Figure 9). Let Y =
∑n
i=0 aiEi +
12
En
❡ ❡
En−1
· · · ❡
E1

E0
❡
F1
❡· · · ❡
F2 Fm−2
❡
Fm−1
❡Fm
Figure 9: Triple diagram of type Cm,n.
∑m
i=1 bjFj ∈ R(Cm,n). Then a0 = 0 or ±1. If a0 = 0 then Y is supported on
An or Dm. If it is supported on An, we have |R(An)| = n(n+ 1) and, if it is
supported on Dm we have |R(Dm)| = 2m(m− 1).
Let us consider the case a0 = 1. Note that the underlying diagram of Cm,n
is of type Dm+n+1. Comparing the bilinear forms of Cm,n and Dm+n+1, we
have (Y ·Y ) = (Y ·Y )Dm+n+1−a
2
0, where we denote by ( · )Dm+n+1 the bilinear
form of Dm+n+1. Since a0 = 1 and (Y ·Y ) = −3, (Y ·Y )Dm+n+1 = −2. Hence
Y can be regarded as a positive root of R(Dm+n+1) with a0 = 1. Now let us
calculate the number of such roots. Let ∆ = {±ei±ej | 1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ m+n+1}
be the set of roots in Dm+n+1. The positive simple roots are αi = ei − ei+1,
1 ≤ i < m + n + 1, and αm+n+1 = em+n + em+n+1. The set of all positive
roots satisfying the condition a0 = 1 is
{ei ± ej | 1 ≤ i ≤ n+ 1 < j ≤ m+ n+ 1}.
Hence the number of roots with a0 = 1 is 2mn + 2m. We also obtain the
same result for a0 = −1. Therefore,
|R(Cm,n)| = n(n+1)+2m(m− 1)+4mn+4m = 2m
2+4mn+n2+2m+n.
This concludes the proof.
Proposition 3.18. The number of roots in R(Dn,5) is n
2 + 33n+ 72.
En
❡ ❡
En−1
· · · ❡
E1

E0
❡
F1
❡
F2
❡
F3
❡
F4
❡F5
Figure 10: Triple diagram of type Dn,5.
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Proof. The tree Dn,5 can be seen as the glueing of the rational trees An and
D5 by the vertex E0 (see Figure 10) . If n = 0, by Example 3.11, we have
R(Dn,5) = R(E6,1) = R(E6), so |R(Dn,5)| = 72. Notice that the number of
roots Y with (Y · Y ) = −2 is given by |R(D5)| which is equal to 40.
Now, assume that n > 0. Let Y =
∑n
i=0 aiEi +
∑5
j=1 bjFj be a root in
R(Dn,5). By Proposition 3.5, we have a0 = 0 or a0 = ±1 in Y . If a0 = 0, Y is
supported either on An or onD5. So we have |R(An)|+|R(D5)| = n(n+1)+40
roots, in total, for a0 = 0.
Assume that a0 = 1. Put D =
∑n
i=1 aiEi and F = E0+
∑5
j=1 bjFj . Then
we have
−3 = (Y · Y ) = (D + F )2 = (D ·D) + 2a1 + (F · F ).
If D is a positive divisor, then (D · D) + 2a1 ≤ (D · D) + a
2
1 + 1 ≤ 0 by
Lemma 3.15. If D = 0, then (D ·D) + 2a1 = 0. Since (F · F ) ≤ −3, we see
that (D ·D) = −2a1 (a1 = 0 or 1) and (F ·F ) = −3. By the connectedness
of Supp(Y ), D = 0 or D =
∑k
j=1Ej for some 1 ≤ k ≤ n, and F = E0 or
b1 > 0. The number of elements in the set {F | F = E0 or b1 > 0} is equal
to (72 − 40)/2 = 16 since |R(D0,5)| = 72 and |R(D5)| = 40. Hence there
exist 16(n+ 1) roots with a0 = 1. Similarly, there exist 16(n+ 1) roots with
a0 = −1. Therefore we have
|R(Dn,5)| = n(n+ 1) + 40 + 2 · 16(n+ 1) = n
2 + 33n+ 72.
Proposition 3.19. The number of roots in R(Fn) is n
2 + 55n+ 126.
En
❡ ❡
En−1
· · · ❡
E1

E0
❡
F1
❡
F2
❡
F3
❡
F4
❡
F5
❡F6
Figure 11: Triple diagram of type Fn.
Proof. The idea is the same as in the preceding proof. The tree Fn is the
glueing of the rational trees An and E6 (see Figure 11). In case n = 0, we
obtain |R(F0)| = |R(E7,1)| = |R(E7)| which is equal to 126.
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Assume that n > 0. Let Y =
∑n
i=0 aiEi +
∑6
j=1 bjFj be a root in R(Fn).
By Proposition 3.5, we have a0 = 0 or a0 = ±1. When a0 = 0, Y is supported
either on An or on E6, so we have |R(An)|+ |R(E6)| = n(n + 1) + 72 roots.
Assume that a0 = 1. Since Supp(Y ) is connected, Y is of the form D+F
, where D =
∑n−1
i=1 aiEi and F = E0 +
∑6
j=1 bjFj . Consider
(Y · Y ) = (D ·D) + 2a1 + (F · F ).
As in the proof of the case Dn,5 we have (D ·D) = −2a1 (a1 = 0 or 1) and
(F · F ) = −3. This says that D = 0 or D =
∑k
i=1Ei for some k and that
the number of the roots F is (126 − 72)/2 = 27. We also obtain the same
number for a0 = −1. Therefore we have |R(Dn,5)| = n
2 + 55n+ 126.
Remark 3.20. In Table 1, Section 4.2, we provide a general picture of the
roots in R(Γ) for Am,n,k, Bm,n, Cm,n, Dn,5 and Fn.
Proposition 3.21. The number of roots in R(Hn) is (n
3 − n)/3 for n ≥ 5.
En−1
❡ ❡
En−2 En−3
❡· · · ❡
E4
❡
E3
❡
E2
❡
E1
E0
Figure 12: Triple diagram of type Hn.
Proposition 3.21 is a consequence of the following two lemmas.
Lemma 3.22. Proposition 3.21 is true for n = 5.
Proof. If n = 5, then H5 = D5,5 (see Figure 12). The fact that R(D5,5) =
R(D5) implies that |R(H5)| = 40. This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.23. For each n ≥ 6, we have |R(Hn)| − |R(Hn−1)| = n
2 − n.
Proof. We have R(Hn) ⊃ R(Hn−1) := R(Hn) ∩ ⊕
n−2
i=0 ZEi. We only need to
show that the number of the elements in R(Hn) \ R(Hn−1) is n
2 − n. If
Y =
∑n−1
i=0 aiEi ∈ R(Hn) \ R(Hn−1), then Y is one of the following three
types:
(1) Y ∈ R(An−1) = R(Hn) ∩ ⊕
n−1
i=1 ZEi and an−1 6= 0,
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(2) Y ∈ R(Dn−1,1) = R(Hn) ∩ ZE0 ⊕ (⊕
n−1
i=2 ZEi), a0 6= 0, and an−1 6= 0,
(3) the case that a0 6= 0, a1 6= 0, and an−1 6= 0.
It is easy to check that the number of all roots of type (1) is 2(n − 1) and
that the number of all roots of type (2) is 2(n − 2). By Lemmas 3.24 and
3.25, we see that the number of all roots of type (3) is (n− 2)(n− 3). Hence
|R(Hn) \R(Hn−1)| = 2(n− 1) + 2(n− 2) + (n− 2)(n− 3) = n
2 − n.
The following two lemmas have been used in Lemma 3.23.
Lemma 3.24. If Y =
∑n−1
i=0 aiEi is a positive root of type (3) in the proof
of Lemma 3.23, then Y satisfies the following conditions:
(a) a0 = a1 = an−1 = 1,
(b) a1 ≤ a2 ≤ a3 ≥ a4 ≥ a5 ≥ · · · ≥ an−1 and a3 ≤ 3,
(c) |ai − ai+1| ≤ 1 for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 2.
Proof. Put D = E1+E2+· · ·+En−1. Since Supp(Y ) is connected, Y −D > 0.
Now we show that Y −D ∈ R(Hn). Indeed, by easy calculation we have
(Y −D)2 = Y 2−2Y D+D2 = −3+2(a1+an−1−1)−2 = −7+2(a1+an−1).
Here note that Y 2 = −3 and a0 = 1 by Proposition 3.5. Moreover, by Lemma
3.2, we have (Y −D)2 ≤ −2. On the other hands, the assumption a1 > 0 and
an−1 > 0 implies that (Y −D)
2 ≥ −3. Since (Y −D)2 is odd, (Y −D)2 = −3
and a1 = an−1 = 1. Hence Y −D ∈ R(Hn) and Y satisfies the condition (a).
Note that Y −D ∈ R(Dn−2,1) = R(Hn)∩(ZE0⊕(⊕
n−2
i=2 ZEi)). By Example
3.10, R(Dn−2,1) = R(Dn−2). Since Y−D ∈ R(Dn−2), Y −D = E0+
∑n−2
i=2 biEi
satisfies b2 ≤ 1, bn−2 ≤ 1, b2 ≤ b3 ≥ b4 ≥ b5 ≥ · · · ≥ bn−2, and |bi − bi+1| ≤ 1
for 2 ≤ i ≤ n − 3. We easily check that Y satisfies the conditions (a), (b),
and (c) except a3 ≤ 3. Finally we see that a3 ≤ a2 + 1 ≤ a1 + 2 = 3. This
completes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.25. The number of all roots of type (3) in the proof of Lemma
3.23 is equal to (n− 2)(n− 3).
Proof. It is easy to see that any cycle satisfying the conditions (a), (b), and
(c) is a root. Therefore we only need to show that the number of all positive
cycles satisfying (a)-(c) is equal to (n− 2)(n− 3)/2. For listing up all roots
we denote a root by (a2, a3, a4, . . . , an−2) since a0 = a1 = an−1 = 1. All roots
can be grouped into the following five forms.
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1. (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1),
2. (1, 2, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
),
3. (2, 2, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
),
4. (2, 3, 3, . . . , 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
), where i, j ≥ 1 with i+ j = n− 4, and
5. (2, 3, 3, . . . , 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
) where i, j, k ≥ 1 with i+ j+k = n−4.
We can easily check that the number of roots in the 5 cases above are
1, (n− 4), (n− 4), (n− 5), and (n − 5)(n− 6)/2, respectively. Summing up
these, we obtain the number of all roots of type (3) which is (n−2)(n−3).
Proof of Proposition 3.21. By Lemmas 3.22 and 3.23, we easily see that
|R(Hn)| = (n
3 − n)/3 for n ≥ 5.
Proposition 3.26. The number of roots in R(E7,1) is 124.
E0

E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡E6
Figure 13: Triple diagram of type E7,1.
Proof. Note that R(E7) ⊃ R(E7,1) (see Figure 13). Let Z(E7) be the Artin
cycle of R(E7). The coefficient of E1 in Z(E7) is 2. For each positive root
in R(E7) except Z(E7) the coefficient of E1 is less than 2. Hence R(E7) \
{±Z(E7)} = R(E7,1), and consequently,
|R(E7,1)| = |R(E7)| − 2 = 124.
Proposition 3.27. The number of roots in R(E8,1) is 238.
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E0

E1
❡ ❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡
E6
❡E7
Figure 14: Triple diagram of type E8,1.
Proof. Note that R(E8) ⊃ R(E8,1) (see Figure 14). Let Z(E8) be the Artin
cycle of R(E8). The coefficient of E1 in Z(E8) is 2. For each positive root in
R(E8) except Z(E8), the coefficient of E1 is less than 2. Therefore, R(E8) \
{±Z(E8)} = R(E8,1) whence
|R(E8,1) = |R(E8)| − 2 = 238.
Proposition 3.28. The number of roots in R(E8,2) is 212.
E1

❡
E2
❡
E3
❡
E4
❡
E5
❡
E6
❡
E7
❡E8
Figure 15: Triple diagram of type E8,2.
Proof. Note that R(E8) ⊃ R(E8,2) (see Figure 15). Let us denote a root∑
aiEi in R(E8) by (a1, a2, . . . , a8). The following positive roots in R(E8)
are not contained in R(E8,2).
(2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 1, 1, 2), (2, 3, 4, 3, 2, 2, 1, 2),
(2, 3, 4, 3, 3, 2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 4, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2), (2, 3, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2),
(2, 3, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3), (2, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2), (2, 4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3),
(2, 4, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 3), (2, 4, 6, 5, 3, 2, 1, 3), (2, 4, 6, 5, 4, 2, 1, 3),
(2, 4, 6, 5, 4, 3, 1, 3), (2, 4, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 3).
We have 14 positive roots, in total 28 which are not contained in R(E8,2).
Hence, |R(E8,2)| = |R(E8)| − 28 = 212.
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For each triple Dynkin diagram, we can easily verify the following state-
ments.
Theorem 3.29. Let Γ0 be a Dynkin diagram of type A,D or E. Let Γ be
the triple Dynkin diagram obtained by replacing a vertex Ei of Γ0 by a vertex
with weight 3. Then there exists the highest root Z(Γ) =
∑
ajEj ∈ R(Γ0)
among the roots in R(Γ0) with ai = 1. Furthermore, Z(Γ) is the Artin cycle
of Γ and R(Γ) = {Y ∈ R(Γ0) | −Z(Γ) ≤ Y ≤ Z(Γ)}.
4 Linear free divisors
A reduced hypersurface D ⊂ (Cn, 0) is called a free divisor if the module
Der(−log D) of logarithmic vector fields along D is a locally free module of
rank n over OCn,0. By Saito’s criterion ([19]), D is a free divisor if and only
if there exists a basis χ1, . . . , χn of Der(−log D) such that the determinant
of the matrix formed by the coefficients of χi is a reduced equation defining
D. If, in particular, each χi is a weight zero vector field, i.e. of the form∑
i,j ξijxj
∂
∂xi
, for some ξij ∈ C, then D is a linear free divisor. In this section,
we will recall the examples of linear free divisors arising in representation
theory.
Let α : GLn(C)×C
n → Cn be a group action given by the right multipli-
cation. Consider the restriction
αx : GLn(C)× {x} → C
n
for some x ∈ Cn. Then each element v ∈ gln gives rise to a vector field χv
on Cn defined by
χv(x) = deαx(v). (3)
In particular, the elementary matrix eij, which has 1 in the (i, j)-th entry, 0
everywhere else, corresponds to the vector field xj
∂
∂xi
.
More generally, let G ⊆ GLn(C) be a connected algebraic subgroup of
dimension n. Let χ1, . . . , χn be vector fields generating the infinitesimal ac-
tion of G induced by (3). Then, each χi is of the form
∑
i,j ξijxj
∂
∂xi
, for some
ξij ∈ C, and corresponds to the matrix
∑
i,j ξijeij . Let ∆ be the matrix of
the coefficients {χ1, . . . , χn} with respect to the standard basis
∂
∂x1
, . . . , ∂
∂xn
of DerCn . Then, the determinant of ∆ defines the discriminant D which
consists of points x where χ1, . . . , χn fail to span the tangent space TxC
n.
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Furthermore, D is a homogeneous divisor in Cn of degree n. By Saito’s crite-
rion, if the determinant of ∆ is reduced then D is a free divisor (necessarily
linear) and χ1, . . . , χn form a basis of Der(−log D) ([8, Lemma 2.4]).
Conversely, assume that D ⊂ Cn is a linear free divisor and consider the
group
GD := {A ∈ GLn(C) | A(D) = D}.
Let G0D be the n-dimensional connected component of GD containing the
identity element. Then G0D acts on C
n with a single open orbit and the open
orbit corresponds to the complement Cn \D ([8, Lemma 2.3]).
In the following subsection, we study examples of free divisors arising in
quiver representations.
4.1 Linear free divisors arising from quiver represen-
tations
A quiver Q is an oriented graph together with sets Q0 and Q1 consisting of
the vertices and arrows, respectively. A representation V of a quiver over a
field k consists of a vector space Vv of dimension av for each vertex v ∈ Q0
and a k-linear map V (α) : Vtα → Vhα for each arrow α ∈ Q1, where tα is the
start and hα is the end of the arrow α.
Let a := (av)v∈Q0 ∈ N
|Q0| be the dimension vector assigned to Q. Then,
the k-vector space of representations of Q is defined by
Rep(Q, a) :=
∏
α∈Q1
Homk (Vtα, Vhα) ∼=
∏
α∈Q1
Homk
(
ka(tα), ka(hα)
)
.
The group GL(Q, a) :=
∏
v∈QGLav(k) acts on Rep(Q, a) by
((gv)v∈Q0 , V )α∈Q1 7→ (ghα · Aα · g
−1
tα )α∈Q1 (4)
where (gv)v∈Q0 ∈ GL(Q, a).
A morphism φ : V → W of representations is well-defined if there exists
a commutative diagram
Vtα
V (α)
//
φtα

Vhα
φhα

Wtα
W (α)
//Whα
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where k-linear maps φtα and φhα, for each α ∈ Q1. Moreover, φ is an iso-
morphism if φv is an isomorphism for all v ∈ Q0. On the other hand, the
direct sum of two representations V ∈ Rep(Q, a) and W ∈ Rep(Q,b) is
V ⊕W ∈ Rep(Q, a+ b) with (V ⊕W )v := Vv ⊕Wv and
(V ⊕W )(α) :=
[
Vα 0
0 Wα
]
for all v ∈ Q0 and α ∈ Q1.
Definition 4.1 ([4]). A representation V ′ ∈ Rep(Q, a′) is decomposable if it
is isomorphic to the direct sum of two nontrivial representations, that is, V ′ =
V ⊕W for V ∈ Rep(Q, a) and W ∈ Rep(Q,b) and a′ = a + b. Otherwise,
V ′ is called indecomposable. A quiver is of finite representation type if it has
only finitely many indecomposable representations, up to isomorphism.
The Tits form of a dimension vector a is given by
〈a, a〉 :=
∑
v∈Q0
a2v −
∑
α∈Q1
atαahα
=
∑
v∈Q0
dimkHomk(Vv, Vv)−
∑
α∈Q1
dimkHomk(Vtα, Vhα)
= dimkGL(Q, a)− dimkRep(Q, a).
Definition 4.2 (Definition 3.2, [4]). The dimension vector a is called a root
if Rep(Q, a) contains an indecomposable representation. A root a is called
sincere if ai ≥ 1 for all i. A root is real if Rep(Q, a) contains exactly one
orbit of, necessarily isomorphic, indecomposable representations. If a general
representation in Rep(Q, a) is indecomposable then a is a Schur root.
The role of G0D described in the beginning of Section 4 for the case of
quiver representations is played by the quotient PGL(Q, a) := GL(Q, a)/Z0
where Z0 := C
∗id ⊂ GL(Q, a) is the 1-dimensional central subgroup acting
trivially on Rep(Q, a) under the action given by (4). And Rep(Q, a) takes
the role of Cn in the beginning of Section 4. Let us assume that Q is a quiver
whose underlying graph is a tree and a is a sincere root. We have
dimkPGL(Q, a) = dimkRep(Q, a)
if and only if 〈a, a〉 = 1, and the latter holds if and only if a is a real root
([11], see also [4, Proposition 3.7]). Under the condition that 〈a, a〉 = 1,
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let ∆ be the matrix defined in the beginning of Section 4. Let D be the
discriminant defined by det∆. Then Rep(Q, a) \D is a single open orbit of
PGL(Q, a) if a is a real Schur root ([8, Section 4]). If, in addition to these
conditions, det∆ is reduced, then D is a linear free divisor ([8, Lemma 2.4]).
Conversely, if (Q, a) defines a linear free divisor then a is a real Schur root
([7, Theorem 3.4]).
In the case of Dynkin quivers, we have the following result of [4].
Theorem 4.3 (Corollary 5.5, [4]). Let Q be a Dynkin quiver and a be a
real Schur root. Then the discriminant D of the action of PGL(Q, a) on
Rep(Q, a) is a linear free divisor.
In the next subsection, we will show that linear free divisors also arise
as discriminants in rational triple quiver representations; hence the roots in
triple root systems are also real Schur roots.
Let Γ denote one of the trees studied in Proposition s 3.14-3.21 and
3.26-3.28.
Proposition 4.4. For an RTP-tree Γ, 〈a,a〉 = 1 if Y ∈ R(Γ) where Y =∑
aiEi with a = (a0, a1, . . . , an).
Proof. It follows from definitions of the Tits form and the intersection matrix
associated to the rational triple quiver.
We will denote an RTP-tree Γ by Q after assigning an orientation and
call it a rational triple quiver. From now on, we will use the term root for a
dimension vector a assigned to a rational triple quiver and (or equivalently
for a divisor Y =
∑
aiEi in R(Γ)).
By Proposition 2.3, any subquiver of a rational triple quiver is a rational
triple quiver or a Dynkin quiver. So, each root is a real root by the results
mentioned above. In the next subsection, we will show that linear free
divisors also arise as discriminants in rational triple quiver representations;
hence the roots in triple root systems are also real Schur roots.
4.2 Rational triple quivers and linear free divisors
A vertex v ∈ Q0 is called a source (resp. sink) if there is no arrow ending
(resp. starting) at v. Let a = (a0, a1, . . . , an) be a dimension vector.
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Definition 4.5 ([2],[7]). Let v ∈ Q0 be a source with av ≤
∑
v→vi∈Q1
avi .
The reflection functor with respect to v is a transformation which produces
a quiver Q∗ with a∗v =
∑
v→vi∈Q1
avi − av and a
∗
vi
= avi for vi 6= v, all arrows
involving v are reversed. So, v∗ is a sink and a∗v ≥
∑
v∗→v∗i ∈Q
∗
1
a∗vi .
This correspondence can be extended to a correspondence between open
subsets Rep′(Q, a) ⊂ Rep(Q, a) and Rep′(Q∗, a∗) ⊂ Rep(Q∗, a∗) defined in
[7, Theorem 3.26] as follows. Let V ∈ Rep′(Q, a) and denote its image under
a reflection by V ∗ ∈ Rep′(Q, a∗). Then V ∗v is defined be the cokernel of the
map
(fv→vi)v→vi∈Q1 : Vv →
⊕
v→vi∈Q1
Vvi
and Vvi = V
∗
vi
for vi 6= v.
A similar definition exists in the case of a sink. If v ∈ Q0 is a sink
with av ≥
∑
v←vi∈Q1
avi , Q
∗ is obtained by reversing all arrows involving
v and setting a∗ as above. The corresponding vertex v∗ is a source and
a∗v ≤
∑
v∗→v∗i ∈Q
∗
1
a∗vi . In this case, V
∗ ∈ Rep′(Q∗, a∗) is obtained by setting
V ∗v as the kernel of the map
(fv←vi)v←vi∈Q1 :
⊕
v→vi∈Q1
Vvi → Vv
and Vvi = V
∗
vi
for vi 6= v.
It was shown by Sato and Kimura that reflection functors (or castling
transformations as they call them) give a one-to-one correspondence between
relative invariants of representations. Moreover, if D is a linear free divisor
coming from a quiver representation V then the discriminant D∗ of V ∗ is
also a linear free divisor ([7, Theorem 3.26]). Using this result and Theorem
4.3, we will prove that if Q is a rational triple quiver and a is a positive
root in the corresponding triple root system R(Γ), then its representation
space Rep(Q, a) also yields a linear free divisor. First we prove the following
lemma to simplify our claims.
Lemma 4.6. Let Q be a quiver of type An (see Figure 2) with the root
a = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nn and any chosen orientation. Then any general rep-
resentation V ∈ Rep(Q, a) can be transformed into the trivial representation
of the subquiver
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0v1
❡ ❡
0
v2
❡
0
v3
· · · ❡
0
vn−1
❡
1
vn
by successive reflection functors; in other words, into {0} = Rep(Q∗, a∗)
where Q∗ is the quiver consisting of just one vertex vn with a
∗ = 1.
Proof. For any given orientation, the vertex v1 at the left end is either a
sink or a source. In either case, by applying the appropriate reflection with
respect to v1, we get a subrepresentation V
∗ of V with V ∗v1 = 0, V
∗
vi
= Vvi
and av1 = 0, avi = 1 for all i = 2, . . . , n. Therefore, the claim easily follows
by applying reflection functors at the vertices v1, v2 and vn−1 in the given
order.
Example 4.7. Let us consider the rational triple quiver of type Bm,n with
any given orientation and the root a = (a1, . . . , an, 1, . . . , 1). Then the dis-
criminant in Rep(Q, a) is a linear free divisor. See Figure 16 for the quiver
with an arbitrary orientation.
1
❡✲ ❡Am
1
· · · ❡
A1✛
1

✲
1
❡
a2
✲ ❡
a3
✛· · · ❡
an−1
❡
an
❡a1
✻
Figure 16: A representation of a rational triple quiver of type Bm,n.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.6, Q can transformed into a Dynkin quiver
Q∗ of type Dn+1 with the root a
∗ = (a1, . . . , an, 1, 0, . . . , 0). For example, the
quiver in Figure 16 is transformed into the quiver in Figure 17.
0
❡ ❡
0
· · · ❡
0

1
✲ ❡
a2
✲ ❡
a3
✛· · · ❡
an−1
❡
an
❡a1
✻
Figure 17: A representation of a rational triple quiver of type Bm,n.
An easy calculation shows that 〈a, a〉 = 1 if and only if 〈a∗, a∗〉 = 1; in
other words, a is a root if and only if a∗ is. Therefore, the discriminant D
in Rep(Q, a) is a linear free divisor since D∗ in Rep(Q∗, a∗) is a linear free
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divisor (cf. Theorem 4.3 and [7, Proposition 3.26]). Moreover, we have
Rep(Q, a) ∼= Rep(Q∗, a∗)× Cm,
and if D∗ = V (f) then D = V (A1A2 · · ·Amf) where Ai is the i-th projection
Rep(Q, a) ∼= Rep(Q∗, a∗) × Cm → Cm → C for 1 ≤ i ≤ m. So, the divisors
D and D∗ are related as follows
D = (D∗ × Cm)
⋃( m⋃
i=1
C
dimD∗+1 × V (Ai)
)
, (5)
where V (Ai) := {(z1, . . . , zm) ∈ C
m | zi = 0} (cf. [7, Proposition 3.29]).
Theorem 4.8 (Theorem 3.9, [7]). Let Q be any quiver and a a root associated
with Q. If the discriminant in the representation space of Q is a linear free
divisor then Q is a tree.
In the following theorem, we present a new case where the converse of
Theorem 4.8 is true.
Theorem 4.9. Let Q be a rational triple quiver and a be a sincere triple root
in the corresponding triple root system R(Γ). Then, the discriminant in the
representation space Rep(Q, a) is a linear free divisor independently of the
orientation.
Proof. We notice that the underlying graphs E7,1, E8,1 and E8,2 are of type
E7, E8 and E8, respectively. Since a is a root, the claim follows from Theorem
4.3.
As for the series An,m,k, Bm,n, Cm,n, Dn,5 and Fn (see Figures 7-11), the
general forms of the roots are indicated in Table 1. Each of them necessarily
consists of a subquiver of type An′ with 1 at its vertices for some n
′ (cf. the
results in Section 3). In other words, a = a1 ⊕ a2 for a1 = (1, . . . , 1) ∈ N
n′
and a2 ∈ N
ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 3. We have already observed that a rational triple
quiver of type Bm,n with such dimension vector yields a linear free divisor
in Example 4.7. Similarly, by Lemma 4.6, the representations of Am,n,k,
Cm,n, Dn,5 and Fn can be transformed into the representations of the Dynkin
quivers of types An+k+1, Dm, E6 and E7, in the given order. (In fact, the
linear free divisors arising from them are related by equations similar to (5).)
See Table 1 for a summary in which 1 represents the vertex of weight −3.
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Table 1: Rational triple quivers
Label a a∗
Dynkin
type
Am,n,k
1 ... 1 1 1 ... 1
1
...
1
0 ... 0 1 1 ... 1
1
...
1
An+k+1
Bm,n
a1
1 ... 1 1 a2 a3 ... an
a1
0 ... 0 1 a2 a3 ... an
Dn+1
Cm,n
a1
1 ... 1 1 a2 ... am−1 am
a1
0 ... 0 1 a2 ... am−1 am
Dm+1
Dn,5
a1
1 ... 1 1 a2 a3 a4 a5
a1
0 ... 0 1 a2 a3 a4 a5
E6
Fn
a1
1 ... 1 1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
a1
0 ... 0 1 a2 a3 a4 a5 a6
E7
Moreover, a is a root if and only if a2 is a root. Therefore, in each case the
discriminant is linear free divisor by Theorem 4.3 and [7, Proposition 3.26].
Now, we prove the claim for Hn explicitly by considering the sincere roots
which are listed in the proof of Lemma 3.25. Note that we do not indicate
the directions of the arrows in the figures as our claim is independent of the
given orientation.
1. a = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ Nn. A quiver representation in Rep(Q, a) is given
in Figure 18 where Q1 = {A0, A1, . . . , An−1}. It is easy to see that the
discriminant is the normal crossing divisor
D = {A0A1 · · ·An−1 = 0} ⊂ Rep(Q, a) ∼= C
n.
Hence, it is a linear free divisor.
2. a = (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
, 1) ∈ Nn where i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 with i + j =
n− 4.
The corresponding quiver representation in Rep(Q, a) is given in Figure 19.
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❡
An−1
1 1
An−2
❡
1
❡· · · ❡
1
A3
❡
1 A2
❡
A1
1
❡
1

A0
1
Figure 18: A quiver representation of type Hn – orientation not shown.
1
❡ ❡
1
· · ·
1
j
❡
2
❡· · ·
i
❡
2
❡
2
❡
1
❡
1
1
v1
Figure 19: A quiver representation of type Hn with i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 with
i+ j = n− 4 – orientation not shown.
Notice that a reflection with respect to v1 transforms the representation into
a representation as shown in Figure 20, whose underlying graph is of the
Dynkin type Dn−1, with the root a
′ = (1, 0, 1, 2, . . . , 2, 1, . . . , 1, 1). Hence the
claim follows.
1
❡ ❡
1
· · ·
j
1
❡
2
❡· · ·
i
❡
2
❡
2
❡
1
❡
0
1
v1
Figure 20: A quiver representation of type Hn with i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 and i+ j =
n− 4 – orientation not shown.
3. a = (1, 1, 2, 2, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
, 1), where i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 with i+ j = n− 4.
A generic quiver representation in Rep(Q, a) is given in Figure 21. We will
show that such representation can be transformed into a quiver representa-
tion given in Case 2.
Let us consider the subquiver Q′ consisting of the vertices v1, v2, v3. There
are four possible choices of orientation for Q′.
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1❡ ❡
1
· · ·
1
j
❡
2
❡· · ·
i
❡
2
❡
2
v3
❡
2
v2
❡
1
1
v1
Figure 21: A quiver representation of type Hn with i ≥ 1, j ≥ 0 and i+ j =
n− 4 – orientation not shown.
(a)
2
❡ ❡
2
✛ ✲
1
❡
(b)
2
❡ ❡
2
✲ ✛
1
❡
(c)
2
❡ ❡
2
✛ ✛
1
❡
(d)
2
❡ ❡
2
✲ ✲
1
❡
Notice that if the orientation between v1, v2 and v3 is as in (c) or (d), a re-
flection with respect to v1 reverses the arrow between v1 and v2 but leaves
the dimensions unchanged. Therefore, it transforms the representation into
one of the cases (a) or (b). If the orientation between v1, v2 and v3 is as in
(a) or (b), a reflection with respect to v2 transforms the representation into
a representation given in Figure 19. Therefore the claim follows.
4. a = (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, . . . , 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
, 1), where i, j ≥ 1 with i+ j = n− 4.
Let us consider the representation depicted in Figure 22. We will show that
it can be transformed into a quiver representation studied in Case 3. Let
us first study the subquiver consisting of the vertices vn−1, vn−2, vn−3. Notice
that there are four possible choices of orientation between vn−1, vn−2, vn−3
similar to the cases (a)-(d) for a root of Case 3 above.
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1 2
❡ ❡ ❡
vn−1
2
vn−2 vn−3
· · ·
2
j
❡
3
❡· · ·
i
❡
3
❡
3
❡
2
❡
1
1
Figure 22: A quiver representation of type Hn with i, j ≥ 1 and i+j = n−4
– orientation not shown.
Therefore, by a certain number of reflection functors, we can deduce that a
representation of Hn with a root as in Figure 22 can be transformed into a
representation shown in Figure 23.
0 0
❡ ❡ ❡
1
· · ·
2
❡
3
❡· · ·
i
❡
3
❡
3
vi+2
❡
2
v4 v3
❡
1
1
Figure 23: A quiver representation of type Hn with 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 5 – orienta-
tion not shown.
Moreover, another set of reflections with respect to the vertices vi+2, . . . , v4
in the given order, possibly combined with another set of reflections with
respect to the vertices coming before them to reverse arrows if needed, yields
a representation of the quiver given in Figure 24.
0 0
❡ ❡ ❡
1
· · ·
2
❡
2
❡· · ·
i
❡
2
❡
3
vi+2
❡
2
v4 v3
❡
1
1v0
v1v2
Figure 24: A quiver representation of type Hn with 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 5 – orienta-
tion not shown.
Finally, if v3 is not a sink (or a source), by a series of reflections with re-
spect to other vertices (except v0 so that the dimension at v0 stays 1), we
can transform it in to a sink (or a source). Then a reflection with respect to
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v3 yields a quiver representation shown in Figure 21. Therefore, the claim
follows by the discussion in Case 3.
5. (1, 1, 2, 3, 3, . . . , 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
i
, 2, . . . , 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
j
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
, 1) where i, j, k ≥ 1 with i + j + k =
n−4. By Lemma 4.6 and the discussion for Case 4, such quiver also defines
a linear free divisor.
This concludes the proof of the proposition for Hn whence for all of the
series.
Since the discriminant in Rep(Q, a) is a linear free divisor, its complement
is an open orbit whose points corresponds to indecomposable representations.
Consequently,
Corollary 4.10. Each root a in the triple root system of a rational triple
quiver is a real Schur root.
A linear free divisor in the representation space of a Dynkin quiver is
locally quasihomogeneous, that is, it can locally be defined by a quasihomo-
geneous polynomial with respect to positive weights ([7, Theorem 3.20]). It
follows by [15, Remark 1.7.4] that those linear free divisors satisfy the global
logarithmic comparison theorem (GLCT). Now we have,
Corollary 4.11. All linear free divisors arising from rational triple quivers
with roots in the corresponding triple root systems satisfy the global logarith-
mic comparison theorem.
Proof. The statement follows from [8, Theorem 4.1].
Remark 4.12. By [7, Theorem 3.17], all linear free divisors arising from
rational triple quivers with roots in the corresponding triple root systems
are Euler homogeneous, i.e. Der(−log D) contains an Euler vector field.
5 Ideas on a generalisation to rational trees
with almost reduced Artin cycle
In preceding sections, we constructed the root systems and the linear free
divisors corresponding to a rational triple tree by considering specially its
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unique vertex with weight 3 and coefficient 1 in the Artin cycle Z of the
tree. Here we will consider the rational m-tuple trees R in which there are
multiple vertices with weight ≥ 3 and 1 as their coefficients in the Artin cycle
of R.
Definition 5.1. [10] For the Artin cycle Z on a rational tree R, we say that
Z is almost reduced if all coefficients of vertices with weight ≥ 3 in Z are 1.
If the Artin cycle Z of a rational tree R is almost reduced, then we call R a
rational tree with almost reduced Artin cycle.
Definition 5.2. Let R be an m-tuple rational tree with almost reduced
Artin cycle of vertices E1, E2, . . . , En. Consider the set R(R) of divisors
Y =
∑
miEi satisfying the following conditions:
1. For each Y in R(R), the support Supp(Y ) is a connected tree.
2. The coefficients of each Ei in Y are all either positive or negative.
3. −2 ≥ (Y · Y ) ≥ −m where m = −Z2.
In this case, the set R(R) is called the almost reduced rational root system.
As before, we call an element of R(R) a root and, each Ei a simple (positive)
root of R(R).
It is cumbersome to show all computations for this general case; however,
the methods we used in the preceding sections to calculate number of roots
and to discuss linear free divisors can be applied directly to an rational tree
with almost reduced Artin cycle. It is crucial to note that Lemmas 3.3 and
3.4, which are proved for rational triple root systems, may not be true for
every almost reduced rational root system. Hence we added the condition 3
above to Definition 5.2.
Now let us consider the case given in Figure 1 which is the most basic
form of rational trees with almost reduced Artin cycle. Note that ℓ, the total
number of subtrees, is the valency of the central vertex and ℓ ≤ w with w
weight of the central vertex. The highest root is given by the sum of the
highest roots of each Dynkin subtree and the coefficient 1 on the central
vertex. In order to compute the multiplicity m of the tree we need to know
the contribution of each subtree Γi to m: The contribution of Γi of type Dn,
E6 and E7 to m is (−2) and, type An, Ak,t and D
s
q is −1, −k and r − 1,
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respectively, when q = 2r or q = 2r + 1 (see [16]). Here, Dsq is a tree of type
Dq glued to the central vertex along one of its short tail. Thus we get
−m = Z2 = −w2 +
∑
i
(
(−1)#Ani + (−2)(#Dn′i +#E6 +#E7)
)
+
∑
i
(
(−ki)#Aki,ti + (ri − 1)#D
si
qi
)
(6)
where # denotes the number of trees of the indicated type appearing in
Figure 1.
A quiver whose underlying tree is an rational tree with almost reduced
Artin cycle is called an almost reduced rational quiver. The complexity
of the study of linear free divisors arising from a m-tuple almost reduced
rational quivers depends on the number of the Dynkin subquivers. Here we
will not attempt to study all cases. However, as we did in Section 4, we
can use a series of reflection functors to relate the divisor with a linear free
divisor coming from a Dynkin quiver, and possibly a normal crossing divisor,
under some conditions such as 〈a, a〉 = 1.
Example 5.3. Let Q be the almost reduced rational quiver in Figure 25
which is formed by the quivers of type A4,1, D
s
5 and E6. We note that
Z2 = −w1 −w2−w3+ 4 with w1 ≥ 3, w2 ≥ 4 and w3 ≥ 5 for the underlying
rational tree. Then Q with the assigned root determines a linear free divisor.
This is shown by using the reflection functors. First, we apply reflection
1

w1
✲ ❡✲
v1
2
❡ ✛
v2
3
❡
v3
3
❡✛
v4
2 1

✛ ✲
w2
❡✲
v5
2
❡ ✛
v6
3
❡ ✛
v7
2
❡
v8
1
❡
❄
v9 21
w3
✻
❡✲
v10
2
❡✲
v11
3
❡✲
v12
4
❡✲
v13
3
❡✲
v14
2
❡
❄
v15 2
Figure 25: An almost reduced rational quiver with its highest root.
functors with respect to the vertices
v2, v3, v1, v2, v4, w1, v1, v9, v6, v5,
v7, v9, v6, v10, v11, v12, v13, v14, v15,
v10, v11, v12, v10, v11, v15, v13, v12
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in the given order, to transform Q into the quiver Q′ shown in Figure 26.
0

w1
❡
v1
0
❡✲
v2
1
❡ ✛
v3
2
❡✲
v4
1 1

w2
❡ ✛✛
v5
1
❡✲
v6
1
❡✲
v7
1
❡
v8
1
❡
❄
v9 11
w3
❄
❡✲
v10
1
❡✲
v11
1
❡ ✛
v12
1
❡ ✛
v13
1
❡ ✛
v14
1
❡
✻
v15 1
Figure 26: The quiver Q′ corresponding to Q in Figure 25.
Next, we apply reflection functors with respect to the vertices
v8, v7, v9, v6, v5, w2, v10, v11, v15, v12, v13, v14
in the given order, to transform Q′ into the quiver Q′′ shown in Figure 27.
0

w1
❡
v1
0
❡✲
v2
1
❡ ✛
v3
2
❡
v4
1 0

w2
❡
v5
0
❡
v6
0
❡
v7
0
❡
v8
0
❡v9 01
w3
❄
❡
v10
0
❡
v11
0
❡
v12
0
❡
v13
0
❡
v14
0
❡v15 0
Figure 27: The quiver Q′′ corresponding to Q′ in Figure 26.
Notice that the subquiver of Q′′ formed by the vertices v2, v3, v4 and w3
is of Dynkin quiver type D4 with the root (1, 2, 1, 1). So, by the results of
[7], the quiver Q also defines a linear free divisor.
Therefore, we are motivated to state the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.4. If Q is an almost reduced rational quiver and a is a root
in R(Q) then (Q, a) defines a linear free divisor.
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